Communication is everything - EchoStar acoustic ceiling panels transmit your design values while helping room occupants communicate freely and creatively. The diamond facets deflect sound waves while the EchoPanel® surface absorbs sound, reducing echo and controlling noise.
ECHOSTAR
Hung ceiling cloud units • Single or in linked arrays
Unit size: 31"x36"x5.5" • Coverage: 5.84 s.f.

EchoStar is one of Kirei’s acoustically winning design features—helping you design visually stunning, acoustically controlled spaces for creative, productive living, working and play.
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DON’T FORGET THE JOINERS!
When ordering multiple EchoStar units to be hung in groups, order one Joiner Bracket for each pair of edges where EchoStars meet. E.g. One bracket per joint.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
EchoStar is hung using cable and appropriate ceiling mounts.
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